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VISUALIZING EPIGENETICS: CURRENT ADVANCES AND
ADVANTAGES IN HDAC PET IMAGING TECHNIQUESC. WANG, a F. A. SCHROEDER a,b AND J. M. HOOKER a*
aAthinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Department
of Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard
Medical School, Charlestown, MA 02129, United States
bCenter for Human Genetic Research, Department of Psychiatry,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston,
MA 02114, United StatesAbstract—Abnormal gene regulation as a consequence of
ﬂawed epigenetic mechanisms may be central to the initia-
tion and persistence of many human diseases. However,
the association of epigenetic dysfunction with disease and
the development of therapeutic agents for treatment are
slow. Developing new methodologies used to visualize
chromatin-modifying enzymes and their function in the
human brain would be valuable for the diagnosis of brain
disorders and drug discovery. We provide an overview of
current invasive and noninvasive techniques for measuring
expression and functions of chromatin-modifying enzymes
in the brain, emphasizing tools applicable to histone deace-
tylase (HDAC) enzymes as a leading example. The majority
of current techniques are invasive and diﬃcult to translate
to what is happening within a human brain in vivo. However,
recent progress in molecular imaging provides new, nonin-
vasive ways to visualize epigenetics in the human brain.
Neuroimaging tool development presents a unique set of
challenges in order to identify and validate CNS radiotracers
for HDACs and other histone-modifying enzymes. We sum-
marize advances in the eﬀort to image HDACs and HDAC
inhibitory eﬀects in the brain using positron emission
tomography (PET) and highlight generalizable techniques
that can be adapted to investigate other speciﬁc compo-
nents of epigenetic machinery. Translational tools like neu-
roimaging by PET and magnetic resonance imaging provide
the best way to link our current understanding of epigenetic0306-4522/13 $36.00  2013 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserve
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186changes with in vivo function in normal and diseased
brains. These tools will be a critical addition to ex vivometh-
ods to evaluate – and intervene – in CNS dysfunction.
This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Epigenetics
in Brain Function.  2013 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
An overarching goal in basic neuroscience research is to
develop knowledge and techniques that can be extended
from model systems to the living human brain.
Translational tools that can visualize brain function and
biochemical events are particularly useful because they
can provide insight into the brain as it responds to
external cues (e.g. environment, drug, and behavior).
Visualizing brain function is a major challenge given that
the human brain is inaccessible and diﬃcult to assay
directly. Currently, noninvasive imaging tools provide the
best way to visualize changes in vivo. Importantly, the
same in vivo techniques can be used to visualize
changes in animal models and in humans, a major
translational advantage. This holds promise for great
returns in integrating existing knowledge with
observations from an intact, living brain.
In the past decade, epigenetics research has provided
new insight into almost all aspects of biology – cellular
diﬀerentiation, growth, development, and aging (Fass
et al., 2012). Changes in DNA methylation and post-d.
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gene expression. These gene expression changes alter
diverse signaling pathways in the brain, and impact
brain activity from neurotransmission to functional output
at the level of behavioral response. Investigation of
epigenetic changes in the brain has provided fresh
perspective into the mediators of diverse CNS disorders
as well as potential targets in developing improved
treatments (Hasan et al., 2013). In this review, we
highlight ways to visualize epigenetic changes in the
brain and emphasize the development of in vivo
neuroimaging tools using the histone deacetylase
(HDAC) enzymes as an example. While this review
focuses on HDACs due to their progressed stage in
in vivo tool development, the themes presented herein
are no less applicable to other targets and processes.
Even with the progress made in HDAC imaging, there is
much ground left to cover before we can truly link
epigenetics and function in the human brain.
There are two main ways to think about imaging an
epigenetic target in the brain: direct observation and
functional/indirect observation and we have divided our
review into these themes (Fig. 1). To this end, the
imaging target in the brain could be an epigenetic
‘machine’ – one of the ‘readers,’ ‘writers’ or ‘erasers’ of
epigenetic change (Fass et al., 2012). Alternatively, the
target could also be an epigenetic ‘mark’ – a
modiﬁcation of a protein or nucleic acid resulting from
epigenetic enzyme action. Direct observation has theFig. 1. Epigenetic imaging techniques can be used to visualize the
presence of chromatin-modifying enzymes as well as their function in
modulating transcription and brain activity. In the ﬁrst portion of this
review, we discuss a range of ex vivo methods requiring brain
removal and homogenization with can resolve details of chromatin
modiﬁcation on the order of nucleic acid enrichment and resolution of
subcellular expression (108–106 m in resolution). We further
review eﬀorts that can evaluate the expression and activity of
epigenetic modiﬁers in intact tissue from histology to autoradiogra-
phy. In the second half of the review, we highlight radioactive
chemicals that have been adapted for neuroimaging in rodent and the
potential to translate this work into human (103–102 m in resolu-
tion). Further, we provide details on optimizing probe development
design, which has progressed for the histone deacetylaseenzyme
family, but is generalizable for creating epigenetic radioligands for
any chromatin-modifying enzyme.advantage of providing detailed information on a protein
target independent of its activity. This is useful as an
enzyme may have a structural as well as functional role
regulating brain function and this protein presence can
be measured by visualizing a speciﬁc, tight-binding
ligand. One obvious drawback to direct observation is
that the assumption is made that enzyme density is
related to activity and that the inferred activated
changes neural processing (in a phenotypic way).
However, using techniques in functional observation, the
impact of a protein or enzyme on brain function can be
visualized. Catalytic action on a labeled enzyme
substrate or diﬀerential binding of established
neuroimaging probes can provide a surrogate measure
of changes in brain activity with robust spatial and
temporal resolution. These methods reveal where an
enzyme is working as well as the regions of the brain
that integrate downstream signaling changes.
Evidence from human postmortem brain and animal
models has indicated that dysregulation of chromatin-
modifying enzymes may play a key role in the
transcriptional changes thought to underlie diseases
including neurodegenerative disorders, schizophrenia,
depression, mood-dysregulation and addiction. This
includes enzymes that control DNA methylation, as well
as acetylation, methylation and phosphorylation of
histone proteins.
In this review, we provide an overview of invasive
methodologies that have been used to visualize and
understand the biological role of chromatin-modifying
enzymes. A major gap exists between these methods
and evaluating how the same enzymes are expressed
and function in living human brain. Noninvasive
neuroimaging has revolutionized our understanding of
brain function. Modalities including positron emission
tomography (PET), and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) provide a window into the physical and
biochemical changes evident in vivo. Depending on the
nature of the PET radiotracer or MRI pulse sequence,
these techniques can be used to probe structure,
function, neurochemistry, or drug pharmacokinetics.
Combining this information with what has already been
determined about chromatin changes and their role in
biology can provide new insight into the role of
epigenetics in the brain. To this end, we highlight recent
advances in neuroimaging epigenetic regulation and
provide discussion on the challenge to develop imaging
tools to visualize chromatin-modifying enzyme
expression and function in the brain.
Expression: visualizing evidence of protein presence
In order understand how epigenetic enzymes may alter
function in the CNS, an important ﬁrst step is to
investigate the distribution of each enzyme subtype
throughout the brain. This can be done using invasive or
noninvasive methods. The methods we highlight are
well established in basic neuroscience research and can
be used to investigate conceivably any epigenetic
enzyme. As an example, we focus on the HDAC family
of enzymes. This family formally comprises subtypes
from class I (HDAC 1,2,3 and 8); class IIa (HDAC
188 C. Wang et al. / Neuroscience 264 (2014) 186–1974,5,7,9); class IIb (HDAC 6,10); class III (the sirtuins,
SIRT1–7); and class IV (HDAC11). Each class is
deﬁned in part on homology to yeast enzymes and
cellular localization. Additionally, class I, II and IV
HDACs are separated from class III ‘sirtuins’ as the
sirtuins require NAD+ as an energy source and do not
respond to the prototypical HDAC inhibitor, trichostatin
A (TSA). As convention, these subgroups are thus
referred to as ‘sirtuins’ and ‘HDACs’.Invasive imaging: visualizing epigenetic targets in the
ex vivo brain (Table 1). In situ hybridization and tran-
script measurement. The central dogma of biochemistry –
RNA toDNA to protein – provides a fundamental base from
which to evaluate messenger RNA (mRNA) levels as a
surrogate for direct measurement of translated proteins.
In situ hybridization measures the binding of radioisotope-
or ﬂuorescent-labeled probes to a histological brain
section. Investigating regional transcript expression
diﬀerences by in situ hybridization allows novel targets to
be evaluated without the need for speciﬁc antibodies,
which can be time consuming and expensive to generate.
Major advantages of in situ include the ability to create
highly-speciﬁc oligomeric probes quickly at low cost, as
well as the beneﬁt of visualizing probe binding to tissue
sections without destroying cellular/neuroanatomical
organization although each probe must be carefully
validated and optimized to ensure binding stringency.
(Broide et al., 2007; Janssen et al., 2010).
Comprehensive investigation of HDAC expression in
the brain has only been addressed by few select
reports. For HDAC expression in CNS, beyond early
additions to the Allen Brain Atlas, (Available from: http://
www.brain-map.org.  2012 Allen Institute for Brain
Science.), the ﬁrst resource for this information was an
in situ hybridization study of class I, II and IV subtype
expression (Broide et al., 2007). Broide and colleagues
measured HDACs throughout more than 50 regions of
the rat brain (Broide et al., 2007). This painstaking eﬀort
revealed that the expression of HDAC subtypes was
both overlapping and distinct and supported the idea
that HDAC subtypes likely had discernible roles in
regulating brain activity.
Diﬀerences in HDAC subtype transcript levels were
investigated in postmortem brain samples from a small
cohort of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patientsTable 1. Methods for visualizing evidence of epigenetic change ex vivo
Method Pros
In situ hybridization  Detects mRNA at mm scal
 Determines in which cells a
 Does not require antibody
Reductive immunostain (western, ELISA)  Detects protein
 Measures relative or absol
 High throughput/sensitive
Immunohistochemistry  Potential to multiplex
 Fast to complete
 Neuroanatomy remains int
Autoradiography  Highly sensitive
 Results are quantiﬁable
 Neuroanatomy remains intand age-matched controls (Janssen et al., 2010) Similar
to the work in rat brain (Broide et al., 2007), the study
led by Janssen is perhaps the only one of its kind to
have examined the expression of each HDAC subtype
comprising class I, II and IV. In this case, quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was used which
provides a highly accurate measure of the amount of
transcript present, however with no anatomical
resolution as in in situ. Nevertheless, Janssen and
colleagues identiﬁed robust expression of HDAC 2 and
HDAC 11 in the human brain. As the authors discussed,
a notable diﬀerence between the human and rodent
datasets underscores high HDAC2 expression in the
human brain with high HDAC3 expression in the rat
(Broide et al., 2007; Janssen et al., 2010). This
indicates that HDAC2 may play a more predominant
role in modulating brain activity in humans.
Although relatively limited diﬀerences were found in
the expression of HDACs in the brain between rodents
and human (Broide et al., 2007; Janssen et al., 2010),
there are obviously major diﬀerences between the
species. Indeed, there may be homology in regional
protein expression between rodent and man, however
the context in which functional changes modulate
complex behaviors will likely be impossible to replicate
in any animal model. This supports that tools to
visualize epigenetic changes in humans, including those
changes related to nuanced behaviors encoded by
healthy and diseased brain signaling, will require
neuroimaging in people.
Adapting in situ for noninvasive use in humans is not
likely. There are signiﬁcant technological hurdles for an
in vivo nucleic acid probe including crossing the blood–
brain barrier (BBB) and surviving degradation in the
bloodstream. Given the readily available alternatives
and the limitations in measuring transcript levels as a
surrogate for protein expression, in situ will likely remain
a useful tool for use in ex vivo systems.
Measurement of protein and mRNA levels ex vivo can
also be done in humans and capture expression
information at the molecular level. However, post-
mortem brain tissue work has limitations including (i)
limited tissue resources, (ii) confounds of post-mortem
interval, (iii) disease state- and (iv) drug treatments at
time of death. These factors can be accounted for using
carefully matched control samples. However, post-
mortem studies can nevertheless only provide data toCons
e
protein is transcribed
 Detects mRNA, not protein
 Binding of oligo-probe can be non-speciﬁc
 Time intense to complete
ute protein amount
 Endogenous anatomy destroyed
 Requires antibody
 Requires tissue dissection
act
 Requires antibody
 Antibody quality often unknown
act
 Custom radiolabeling expense
 Ligands are not always speciﬁc
 Long exposures required for ﬁner resolution
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treatments for future patients.
Transcript levels encoding for a protein can be
sensitively measured using qPCR, however this method
typically begins with tissue homogenization. Laser
capture microdissection or cell sorting can be used to
resolve transcript levels at a single-cell or population
level. However coupling these techniques is not
practical from the standpoint of investigating a family of
epigenetic enzymes, such as HDACs, throughout the
brain.Immunoreactive, reductive methods: immunoblotting,
enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) and
immunoprecipitation (I.P.). Perhaps the most common
methods to investigate protein presence are each based
in part on antibody aﬃnity and begin with sample
homogenization. Indeed, established techniques
including Western blotting, ELISA, and I.P. allow
visualization of a protein. A shared drawback, however,
is that samples are homogenized at the outset, thus, the
neuroanatomical detail maintained is limited to the
accuracy of brain tissue dissection. To this point,
subpopulations of cells may diﬀerentially express an
epigenetic target within the same brain structure.
However homogenizing whole tissue regions dilutes the
immunoreactive signal and prevents identiﬁcation of
localized expression diﬀerences.
Investigating protein expression using western blotting
rather than a related nucleic acid sequence circumvents
the potential issue that transcript levels may not faithfully
represent protein levels. Western blotting can provide a
relatively fast way to visualize the presence of a protein in
a homogenized sample, accurately resolving molecular
weight. This method is frequently applied to HDAC
proteins in homogenized brain tissue (Zhou et al., 2001;
Mielcarek et al., 2011), developmental HDAC11 (Liu
et al., 2008). A disadvantage here is the dependence on
an antibody raised against the protein of interest to
visualize immunoreactivity. Further, immunoreactive
signal captured from a western blot is at best semi-
quantitative. ELISA utilizes speciﬁc antibodies bound to a
substrate to capture proteins from a sample preparation.
Comparing signal generated from an enzymatic reaction
to a within-experiment standard curve is accepted to
provide quantitiative results on the amount of protein in
the sample. Quantitiative ELISA methods have been
adapted into commercially available HDAC kits, however
their application to brain tissue homogenates is likely
bypassed for alternative methods, or assessment of
HDAC function.
We mention here the rich data from I.P. studies
examining the role of HDAC proteins. This methodology
utilizes the same antibodies as in western and ELISA,
and likewise begins with tissue homogenization, thus
neuroanatomy is lost. Nevertheless, this method
uniquely provides information on the physical interaction
of the proteins and nucleic acids co-precipitated with an
antibody against a target protein which can be resolved
with subsequent immunoblotting, qPCR or intensesequencing and genomic alignment. This was
exempliﬁed by the work of Wang in 2009 demonstrating
the relationship between the localization of HDAC
subtypes and transcriptional regulatory protein across
the genome in a cellular system.Immunohistochemistry (IHC). Visualizing epigenetic
enzyme expression using histochemical techniques can
provide a high-resolution view of protein presence in the
brain while maintaining neuroanatomy. Further,
visualizing the regional expression patterns of protein
targets co-labeled with colorimetric or ﬂuorescent
markers using high-magniﬁcation microscopy can
discriminate protein localization to or neural cell types or
sub-cellular cellular compartments.
In the example of HDAC enzymes, Broide and
colleagues, as an additional component to their in situ
work, used immunolabeling to demonstrate that HDAC
subtypes had preferential expression in either neurons
or glia (Broide et al., 2007). MacDonald and Roskam
extended this in 2008 showing that HDAC subtypes 1
and 2 in mouse brain had diﬀerential expression both in
neural cell types and in development. (MacDonald and
Roskams, 2008). This group more recently showed that
HDACs are diﬀerentially expressed in neural stem cell
subtypes in mouse and that neural migration and
diﬀerentiation are impacted by HDAC inhibitor treatment
(Foti et al., 2013). Takase also investigated HDAC
expression in mouse brain using co-labeling of a
number of neuronal cell types to resolve a new level of
speciﬁcity in the expression of class I, II and IV HDAC
subtype expression (Takase et al., 2013). HDAC
expression was recently examined in sections from
non-human primate brain (Yeh et al., 2013) as part
of a non-invasive imaging study on a labeled HDAC
substrate.
Histological techniques are a necessary component in
evaluating pathological diﬀerences in clinical samples. To
this end, interpreting the immunoreactive signal depends
heavily on the speciﬁcity of antibodies to visualize a
protein of interest. As the tissue remains intact, it is
important to validate at a minimum that the immuno-
reactivity of an antibody corresponds to the expected
molecular weight of a protein target. IHC, like western
blotting, is a semiquantitative approach. As in the cited
examples for HDAC expression, careful scoring can be
applied to evaluate ‘high’ or ‘low’ expression, but are not
a measure of protein concentration.
As with other invasive techniques mentioned
above, IHC has a highly limited potential for in vivo
translation. Indeed, while new methods are being
developed to enhance BBB penetration of antibodies
(Bacskai et al., 2001; Frenkel and Solomon, 2002; Atwal
et al., 2011) the increased uptake is still orders of
magnitude below what would be required for probe
development.Autoradiography. Autoradiography is a technique
closely related to IHC. Compared to IHC, a major
advantage of autoradiography is the incorporation of a
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target which provides high-resolution, quantiﬁable results
of protein density and pharmacokinetic properties of the
ligand. The beneﬁt autoradiography oﬀers in a
quantiﬁable result bears emphasis. The radioactivity
associated with a bound probe can be decay corrected
for time and used to determine the number of molecules
of probe bound. Expressed relative to tissue volume, this
readily provides an absolute measure of protein in any
brain region. The most common isotope used for
autoradiography experiments is tritium (3H) which has a
half-life of 12.5 years. This long half-life is an important
feature and allows radioactive signal to be captured
slowly over the course of weeks to provide ﬁne
anatomical detail from histological sections. Custom
compound labeling with tritium can be applied to almost
any molecule, but is cost intense based in large part on
the cost of tritium itself. Tritium labeled HDAC inhibitors,
particularly those with selectivity for a subset of class I, II
and IV subtypes would be a highly useful tool for ex vivo
determination of the HDAC binding capacity in the brain,
as recently described for HDACs1–3 using the [3H]-
benzamide, CI-994 (Wang et al., 2013b). Indeed, tritiated
acetyl groups have been utilized in biochemical assays to
measure HDAC activity (further described in section two)
but so far only one study has applied this technique to
brain samples (Qiu et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2011). As a
disadvantage, using radiolabeled compounds requires
special training and poses greater safety and workﬂow
challenges than nonradioactive probes used in IHC.
Further, the issue of non-speciﬁc probe binding requires
careful control experiments to provide conﬁdence that the
radioactive signal accurately represents target protein
expression.Animal models: visualizing genetic disruption. At the
whole-organism level, genetic mutation or disruption of
protein expression can provide a means to visualize the
importance of a protein in basic biological function.
Classical genetics, cre-transgenic and small RNA-
mediated knockdown and viral overexpression have each
been used to begin to clarify the role of HDACs in
modulating brain function. (Guan et al., 2009; Kennedy
et al., 2013; Morris and Monteggia, 2013) Traditional
genetic methods can be time consuming and expensive
and require multiple ﬁlial generations to ensure observed
eﬀects are not artefacts of mixed (heterogeneous)
genetic backgrounds or by physical disruption of brain
tissue in focal injection of viral particles. To this end,
optogenetic techniques – gene expression modulated via
stimulation with a speciﬁc wavelength of light – hold
immense promise in providing a way to view gene
expression changes in the brain with unprecedented
spatial and temporal control as reviewed elsewhere in
this edition. Likewise, the cutting-edge methods using
CRISPR/Cas systems for rapid genome engineering will
no doubt revolutionize the way in which chromatin-
modifying enzymes are investigated in rodent models,
although their application to HDAC enzymes has not
been examined (Cong et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Wang
et al., 2013a).In any case, genetic models are a critical tool in
visualizing the inﬂuence of protein expression on brain
function and remain an important part of investigating
epigenetics in the CNS. A drawback to these techniques
is that altered expression of chromatin-modifying
enzymes changes both the function and expression of
the target. Thus, it is diﬃcult to interpret whether eﬀects
in a genetic model are the result of structural or
functional change in epigenetic enzymes. Subsequent
characterization of speciﬁc brain regions can provide
evidence of epigenetic mechanisms regulating
behavioral response – examples relevant to mood
disorders are highlighted throughout another review in
this special issue of Neuroscience (Fass et al., 2013).
Although in any case, this requires that the brain be
assayed ex vivo, thus limiting the extent to which
analogous work can be done in humans.Noninvasive techniques for measuring epigenetic
expression in the brain. Numerous eﬀorts have been
made to develop noninvasive tools for imaging
epigenetic modulators which permit detection and
quantiﬁcation of expression in vivo is critical to assess
the eﬃcacy of therapies targeting epigenetic
mechanisms and to clarify the understanding of the
mechanism of enzyme dysfunction in disease (Table 2).
PET is an excellent tool for the in vivo quantiﬁcation of
HDAC biological processes and is well-suited to
evaluate the pattern of HDAC distribution in animals and
human. A major advantage of PET as a technique is its
extraordinarily high sensitivity (109–1012 M), much
more than MRI (104 M) or magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (MRS) (103–105 M). PET is also able to
quantify the distribution of radiotracers in the brain
providing in vivo correlates of in vitro measurement
outcomes with invasive techniques such as
autoradiography, IHC and Western immunoblotting.
Importantly, the speciﬁcity of PET probes to detect a
particular protein or enzyme of interest cannot be readily
matched by MRI modalities. Therefore, we consider
PET to provide the greatest advantage as an imaging
tool in characterizing protein expression of the highly
related HDAC family members as well as other
chromatin-modifying enzymes.
A PET radiotracer is a chemical in which one atom has
been replaced by positron emission isotopes (e.g.,
carbon-11, half-life of 20.38 min; ﬂuorine-18, half-life of
109.8 min), allowing in vivo characterization and
measurement of biological processes at the cellular and
molecular levels on a timescale of minutes to hours.
The development of a PET radiotracer to visualize
epigenetic enzymes and their activity would allow
characterization of normal epigenetic status in vivo as a
function of normal processes. This could be used as a
powerful tool for early diagnosis of human diseases with
abnormal epigenetic status (e.g. cancer, cognitive and
psychiatric disorders, and heart and inﬂammatory
diseases). A PET radiotracer can also be used to
measure the eﬀects of therapeutic drug treatment.
Radiotracer imaging is very diﬀerent from PET imaging
with radiolabeled drugs (or drug candidates).
Table 2. In vivo imaging methods to measure epigenetic ‘function’
Method Applications (Examples) Refs.
Direct observation  HDAC inhibitor pharmacokinetics [11C]MS-275 Hooker et al. (2010)
 Radiotracer for direct binding [18F]SAHA Hendricks et al. (2011)
 Radiotracer for HDAC activity [18F]FAHA Reid et al. (2009), Yeh et al. (2013)
 Activity of HDAC via MR spectroscopy Sankaranarayanapillai et al. (2006, 2008)
Indirect observation  Assess brain glucose metabolism [18F]FDG-PET Mayberg et al. (2000), Mosconi et al. (2008)
 Measure the effects of drug treatment fMRI, phMRI, BOLD MRI Febo et al. (2009), Jang et al. (2011), Wang et al. (2012)
Fig. 2. Information from in vivo imaging (a) Radiolabeled compounds can provide two broad classes of information: I. The pharmacokinetics of a
labeled drug (uptake, distribution, clearance, and metabolism); II. Using Pharmacodynamics of the target (density/receptor occupancy, enzyme
action) using a PET radiotracer. (b) Radiotracer studies can be further divided into three main classes: binding of a radiotracer to its brain target,
revealing density and distribution of the target; (middle) accumulation of an activity-dependent probe that is activated or trapped within a cell reveals
enzymatic function directly; (right) indirect imaging of the consequence of HDAC modulation. Established neural signaling tracers like
[18F]ﬂurodeoxygolucose (FDG) and [11C] raclopride can be used in such indirect observation experiments to provide evidence of a drug- or brain
function-stimulated signaling cascade, accumulating in regions with increased activity.
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pathway of any compound in living humans and allows
assessment of pharmacokinetic parameters such as
drug absorption, biodistribution, metabolism, and
excretion in preclinical studies (Fig. 2). However, to
date, there has been limited progress for the
observation of any epigenetic processes. In the
following sections, we will continue using HDAC as an
example to point out how PET tracers are developed
and diﬀerentiated from radiolabeled drugs and how each
is used in PET brain imaging.
Criteria for development of HDAC radiotracers for
PET. Development of novel CNS-penetrant and speciﬁc
PET radiotracers for HDAC and any epigenetic
processes is challenging. There are a number of major
factors that determine the success of a CNS-penetrant
radiotracer candidate which we describe here:(a) BBB penetration: Small molecular weight
(<400 Da) and a high degree of lipophilicity are
required for a tracer to pass the BBB which is
composed of a lipid bilayer. Generally, increasing
lipophilicity increases the permeability of the
compound, but it also tends to increase plasma
protein binding (PPB), thereby decreasing the
concentration of free drug available to cross the
BBB. Once a drug is in the brain, speciﬁc and
nonspeciﬁc binding must be taken into account. As
such, high BBB penetration may be achieved by
increasing lipophilicity, however this may result in
increased nonspeciﬁc binding in the brain. Thus,
BBB penetrance, lipophilicity and binding speciﬁcity
are inextricably linked properties. In general, for
brain radiotracers, a partition coeﬃcient (logP) value
between 1.5 and 3 is optimal to enable the labeled
molecule to cross the BBB.
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compounds show diﬀerent types of binding,
depending on their physicochemical and
pharmacological properties. There is speciﬁc binding
to the target receptor, and it is saturable, typically
reversible and can be inhibited by the unlabeled
form of the molecule. Nonspeciﬁc binding, due to
adsorption to tissue, is linearly proportional with the
labeled ligand concentration and non-saturable. By
experimentally varying the concentration of
radiolabeled compound, unlabeled compound and
incubation time, ex vivo experiments and curve
ﬁtting can provide a detailed understanding of the
level of speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc binding of a tracer
candidate. A radiotracer should have high speciﬁc
binding (and low nonspeciﬁc binding), which is
challenging to predict although some headway is
being made. (Li et al., 2009; Poulin and Haddad,
2011) Binding speciﬁcity is diﬀerent from binding
selectivity. Selective binding means the radiolabeled
compounds only bind to very limited types of
receptors, whereas non-selective binding refers to
radiolabeled compounds that bind to several types of
receptors. This is a particularly important concept
when considering a family of related targets that
may each have a distinct function, such the HDACs.
Given a putative HDAC radiotracer, speciﬁc binding
to HDAC targets is expected. Experimentally, this
would be visualized as binding of an unlabeled form
of the radiotracer would saturate the HDACs in the
brain resulting in decreased binding of the
radiotracer to its target. Likewise, unlabeled
compound binding would also be expected to alter
the distribution and pharmacokinetics the radioligand
in the brain. Regarding selectivity, it is worth pointing
out that class- or isoform-selective HDAC
radiotracers would greatly facilitate eﬀorts to
investigate the distribution and function of each class
or subtype of HDACs in the brain. As a ﬁrst step,
subtype selective HDAC radiotracers may be
constructed from recently reported isoform-speciﬁc
HDAC inhibitors. (Malvaez et al., 2013; Wagner
et al., 2013)
(c) Binding aﬃnity: The binding aﬃnity of a radiotracer
for the target must be high enough to produce
suﬃcient signal for detection, but it must
dissociate from the target quickly enough to allow
binding equilibrium to be reached within the
timeframe of the scan (typically 1–2 h). After the
administration of carbon-11 or ﬂuorine-18-labeled
radiotracers in the subject, the time–activity curve of
the brain is characterized by uptake and clearance
of activity. The rate of tissue clearance is in
part determined by the aﬃnity of the tracer. Ligands
with higher aﬃnity will remain bound to their
target longer, although as binding aﬃnity aﬀects
both speciﬁc and nonspeciﬁc binding, it should not
be so high that some kinetic data (e.g. washout
data) are unavailable to calculate receptor levels
in the brain due to the slow clearance from the
brain.The aﬃnity of the tracer must balance the opposing
goals of tight binding and fast washout from the brain. In
general, the higher the aﬃnity of a probe for its target,
the higher the signal-to-background ratio of the PET
radiotracer (with the assumption that non-speciﬁc
binding is minimal). Additionally, it is preferred if the
radiotracers have fast-on, slow-oﬀ binding kinetics to
visualize in a relevant time setting. As expected, a slow-
on compound would likely not be appropriate for in vivo
imaging. For example, the benzamide-based HDAC
inhibitors have been shown to exhibit slow-on kinetics in
binding to HDACs. (Malvaez et al., 2013) Given
radioisotope labeling with carbon-11 for PET imaging,
the short half-life of the radioisotope is largely decayed
before suﬃcient binding has occurred; longer targeting
time and thus longer-lived isotopes would therefore be
required to obtain suﬃcient detectable signal to visualize
HDAC binding with slow-on inhibitors.
These parameters are not required for therapeutic
agents (e.g., fast uptake may not be necessary a drug)
or for in vitro tracers (most nonspeciﬁc binding can be
eliminated with extended wash times). To this end, it
should be appreciated that desirable properties of
radiotracers are usually diﬀerent from those of drugs.
For example, slow clearance of drugs from the brain
may maintain eﬀective receptor occupancy for a long
period of time and result in a beneﬁcial therapeutic
eﬀect. However, for a radiotracer, slowing clearance
may induce high nonspeciﬁc binding in the brain. This
contributes to the reality that only a small percentage of
in vitro tracers and therapeutic agents are useful as
in vivo imaging agents. In this case, a compound with
sub-optimal properties as a drug could still be a useful
PET radiotracer and vice versa.
(d) Metabolites: Besides the challenging design
factors described above, a tracer candidate can still
be rendered unusable in vivo if it is metabolized
rapidly and those metabolites pervade regions of
interest (e.g. the brain). If tracer metabolism
generates lipophilic radioactive metabolites, they
may enter the brain in signiﬁcant concentration. If
they do not bind to the target, they will increase
nonspeciﬁc binding and thereby decrease the signal-
to-background measurement of the target. On the
other hand, if the radioactive metabolites bind to the
target, quantiﬁcation is highly confounded because
the measured signal represents undetermined
proportions of parent tracer and metabolite, each of
which may have a diﬀerent aﬃnity for the target. The
problem of lipophilic radioactive metabolites may
sometimes be avoided by selecting a labeling
position in the chemical structure with a built-in
liability such that labeled metabolites will be
suﬃciently polar to minimize brain uptake and
retention. If the uptake and washout of the parent
tracer are fast relative to the production of
radioactive metabolites, then their contribution to the
total measured activity may be negligible. In
summary, PET radiotracers for brain imaging can be
designed by labeling at a metabolically labile position
(e.g., methylation at nitrogen site) in the molecule to
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peripheral organs which are not able to cross over
the BBB; therefore, the nonspeciﬁc binding can be
minimized by careful design.
One example of a potential 18F-labelled PET
radiotracer for HDAC imaging is [18F]-suberoylanilide
hydroxamic acid ([18F]SAHA), which is a close analogue
of the clinically relevant HDAC inhibitor SAHA and was
reported (Hendricks et al., 2011). Reported ﬁndings
from pharmacokinetic studies indicate that [18F]SAHA
has near-identical biochemical activity proﬁles to that of
SAHA. Using a murine ovarian cancer model, Hendricks
and colleagues demonstrated that HDAC inhibitor
target-binding eﬃcacy can be quantitated within 24 h of
administration of [18F]SAHA. However, in this case, the
brain penetrance was also low, indicating that the utility
of [18F]SAHA may not be ideal for evaluating HDAC
expression in the brain.
Radiolabeled HDAC inhibitors for PET imaging. There
are two ways to radiolabel drugs for PET imaging: one
method is by isotopic substitution, such as 11C for 12C
or 18F for 19F, wherein the physicochemical
characteristics of the drug remain constant; the other
method is bio-isosteric substitution (for example, 18F for
a proton or 11C-labelled methyl group or 18F-labelled
ﬂuoroalkyl for a proton). By a careful design of the
substitutions, it is possible for a radiolabeled drug to
retain similar characteristics to the parent drug
(Willmann et al., 2008).
One published example investigating a radiolabeled
HDAC inhibitor for PET imaging features MS-275, an
HDAC inhibitor in clinical trials for the treatment of
several types of cancer. Recent studies have indicated
that MS-275 can cross the BBB and cause region-
speciﬁc changes in rodent brain histone acetylation
(Simonini et al., 2006). However, using PET, [11C]MS-
275 showed low uptake in the brain tissue when
administered intravenously to nonhuman primates, and
pharmacokinetics and brain accumulation of [11C]MS-
275 were not changed by the co-administration of large
doses of unlabeled MS-275 in rodent (Hooker et al.,
2010). These results indicated that the eﬃcacy of MS-
275 for the treatment of neurological disorders by
targeting HDACs in the CNS may be limited unless
administered at high doses – which may lead to
undesired oﬀ-target and toxicity-related eﬀects. There is
signiﬁcant value in radiolabeling HDAC-modulating
drugs; however, we must re-emphasize that these
eﬀorts are often distinct from the development of a
radiotracer designed to visualize HDAC in the brain.
Function: visualizing the role of a protein in
regulating biological activityInvasive measurement of enzyme function. Chroma-
tin-modifying enzymes each function to catalyze
posttranslational changes on proteins or nucleic acids.
Visualizing this function is more diﬃcult than imaging
static protein presence but provides insight into how
changes in brain activity could be regulated byepigenetic change. After methylation of DNA,
modiﬁcation of nucleosomal histone proteins is
arguably the best characterized evidence of epigenetic
function. HDAC enzymes catalyze the removal of
acetyl-groups from the amino-terminal tails of core
histone proteins as well as non-histone proteins. Using
similar techniques we have reviewed for measuring
protein expression, antibodies raised against modiﬁed
(acetylated) protein targets can be used to
demonstrate a change in HDAC activity.
Methodologically, the same limitations apply to the
semi-quantitative western blotting and IHC. Using a
labeled substrate, HDAC activity can be assayed and
measured in brain homogenates. This method can
provide a relative measure of HDAC activity, but as the
substrate selectivity for HDACs is limited, the activity
contributed by each subtype currently remains an open
question. (Faraco et al., 2006).
Activatable ﬂuorescent HDAC probe. Kazuya Kikuchi
and colleagues described a one-pot ﬂuorogenic HDAC
probe, a nine-residue piece of the histone H3N-terminus
with acetylation on the fourth amino acid and has an
acylated coumarin at the C-terminus. An acyl group
functions to ‘‘quench’’ the ﬂuorescence under normal
conditions, and when a transesteriﬁcation reaction
transfers the acyl group from the dye to the lysine in the
presence of HDAC, the reaction works to ‘‘switch-on’’
the ﬂuorophore. This unique probe will undoubtedly
provide a tool for epigenetic research and the discovery
of HDAC-targeted drugs in vitro. (Baba et al., 2012). A
similar strategy may be explored in developing reagents
to probe methylation and demethylation reactions which
are relevant to chromatin modiﬁcations of histones as
well as DNA.
Measuring transcriptional eﬀects. A well-described
role of chromatin-modifying enzymes is to regulate
transcriptional activity by modulating chromatin
structure. Thus, one technique to visualize the impact
of HDAC enzyme function is to use chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using a modiﬁed histone
antibody. Co-precipitated DNA can then be assayed by
qPCR, microarray or deep sequencing to visualize the
local enrichment of histone acetylation – the result of
altered enzyme function – as well as changes in
transcription. (Peleg et al., 2010; McFarland et al.,
2013). These methods can reveal transcriptional
changes that are the result of changes in promoter
region chromatin structure. Such changes are likely
direct eﬀects of epigenetic enzymes, as well as those
genes whose expression is altered downstream of
primary response genes. These methods can be used
to understand the impact of HDAC function using
treatment with small molecule HDAC inhibitor
compounds.
Impact of chromatin-modifying drugs. The early
identiﬁcation that small molecule inhibitors that can
block HDAC activity, such as TSA (Korzus et al.,
2004) has led to a vast literature base using HDAC
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function. Small molecules that block the activity of a
number of class I, II and IV HDAC enzymes (TSA,
butyrate, and crebinostat) have been used to clarify the
role of HDAC activity in modulating synaptic growth,
cellular diﬀerentiation, and onward to diverse, complex
behavioral response in rodent models. As mentioned
above, disruption of enzyme expression can also be
interpreted in terms of a change in enzyme activity.
Eﬀorts to resolve small molecules that can inhibit a
single HDAC subtype are emerging (Malvaez et al.,
2013; Wagner et al., 2013) and will be invaluable in
further resolving the impact of suppressing a speciﬁc
HDAC subtype on brain function.Noninvasive measurement of HDAC activity. PET
imaging with a radiolabeled HDAC substrate [18F] 6-
(ﬂuoroacetamido)-1-hexanoicanilide (FAHA). [18F]FAHA,
a labeled HDAC substrate, was used to show
accumulation of the major metabolite, [18F]ﬂuoroacetate
(FACE), in rat brain. This compound was further used to
visualize target binding in non-human primate brain
which was modulated in a dose-dependent manner by
the administration of SAHA, indicating that [18F]FAHA
and SAHA share the same biological targets (Reid
et al., 2009). Very recently, Yeh and colleagues clariﬁed
these results, demonstrating that FAHA has substrate
selectivity for class IIa HDAC enzyme subtypes (HDAC
4, 5, 7, and 9) compared to other HDAC classes (Yeh
et al., 2013). Further, using the radiolabeled metabolite
of [18F]FAHA, [18F]FACE, Yeh showed that the
accumulation of radioactivity in the brain following
[18F]FAHA administration was the result of its
catabolism by class IIa HDAC to [18F]FACE, and further,
to [18F]ﬂurocitrate (Yeh et al., 2013). Importantly, both
studies examining [18F]FAHA highlight its rapid
metabolism in vivo and, thus, that accumulated
radioactive signal attributed to binding of labeled parent
probe to HDAC targets is diﬃcult to distinguish from
metabolites. The primary challenge, however, is that
systemic blockade of HDAC to determine speciﬁc
binding leads to an increase in the uptake of [18F]FAHA.
While this may seem counterintuitive, it is expected that
brain uptake will increase when peripheral HDAC is
blocked (and thus more radiotracer is available in the
blood for brain binding). Deconvolving and interpreting
the uptake of [18F]FAHA is not trivial and could limit its
utility for brain HDAC imaging. This tool is, however, a
remarkable advance for PET HDAC imaging. Given that
the HDAC selectivity of SAHA has been shown to be
class I HDAC subtypes HDAC1–3, 8 and the class IIb
HDAC, HDAC6, it is possible that the SAHA-mediated
depletion of signal from [18F]FAHA may result from a
compensatory increase in the activity of class IIa HDAC
enzymes following inhibition of class I and IIb subtypes
by SAHA.
Together, these studies provide evidence of a tool to
image HDAC activity in vivo. Importantly, [18F]FAHA is a
substrate that is targeted speciﬁcally by class IIa HDAC
enzymes (HDAC 4,5,7,9). Additionally, [18F]FAHA can
facilitate the development and clinical translation ofnovel class-IIa HDAC inhibitors (Yeh et al., 2013). Given
the importance implicated in class I HDAC enzymes
(HDAC 1,2,3,8) in CNS disease-related behaviors, there
remains a great need to develop tools to measure the
activity of class I HDACs or to synthesize radiolabeled
ligands to visualize the expression of these enzymes in
normal and diseased brains.
Even without a dedicated radiolabeled substrate like
[18F]FAHA, the downstream impact of chromatin-
modifying enzymes can be visualized using existing
PET tracers or other imaging modalities, such as MRI.
For example, uptake of the glucose analog
[18F]ﬂuorodeoxyglucose ([18F]FDG) can be measured by
PET and is an established surrogate for evaluating
changes in brain activity. (Mosconi et al., 2008)
Diﬀerential binding of the D2-antagonist radiotracer,
[11C]raclopride, can provide insight into the
dopaminergic impact of a genetic model or drug-
treatment regimen. These techniques are currently used
in clinical medicine and represent part of continued
investigation to clarify brain activity changes associated
with drug treatment and behavioral response in humans
and rodent models (Mayberg et al., 2000; Patel et al.,
2008; Busto et al., 2009; Jang et al., 2011; Williams
et al., 2011).MRI measurement of drug eﬀects. MRI is a
noninvasive medical imaging technique used in
radiology to visualize detailed internal structures and
limited functions of the body. MRI is used to create
images of the body in extraordinary detail, including the
brain, by applying the nuclear magnetic resonance
phenomena. The distribution of hydrogen nuclei found in
water depends on the tissue type and whether or not
the tissue is healthy or diseased. At the most basic
level, MRI measures and records changes in the
magnetic properties of protons in water.
Despite a vast and growing literature base on the
behavioral eﬀects of HDAC inhibitor treatment in
rodents, few studies have utilized in vivo MRI imaging to
assess the impact of HDAC inhibition on brain activity.
Circumventing the challenges of PET-probe
development, established techniques in MRI – and
variations thereof – can provide detailed information on
the impact of disease and drug treatment on changes in
brain structure, blood ﬂow and metabolite density. In the
context of addiction, blood-oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) activation of cortico-limbic circuitry in rat was
shown to be increased after subchronic treatment with
the HDAC inhibitor, sodium butyrate (Febo et al., 2009).
This study was the ﬁrst of its kind to couple chromatin-
modifying drug treatment with in vivo brain imaging.
While the result of the study advanced that HDAC
inhibition may functionally activate cortio-limbic
neurocircuitry and enhance brain activation following co-
treatment with cocaine, it also provided insight that
neuroimaging tools could be eﬀectively applied to
investigate epigenetic mechanisms in animal models
and, as discussed, provide a forward view on the
therapeutic potential of HDAC inhibitors. Related,
functional MRI (fMRI) and functional connectivity MRI
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the brain to resolve putative connections between brain
nuclei. This is most often coupled to a change in brain
function based on a visual or cognitive task in awake
subjects – a decided challenge for research animals,
though analogies can be made for connectivity using
pharmacological MRI (phMRI). The impact of chromatin-
modifying drugs can be investigated using phMRI, which
couples the functional changes in cerebral blood ﬂow to
pharmacological drug challenge. As recently reviewed,
this method provides high temporal resolution and, like
PET, has virtually identical methods that can be
translated to human phMRI imaging experiments
(Jenkins, 2012).
High-resolution structural information can be used to
investigate the impact of chromatin-modifying drugs on
parameters such as hippocampal volume, a phenotype
linked to a rodent model of schizophrenia (Sandner
et al., 2011). Likewise, in a model of ischemic stroke,
MRI was used to measure infarct size induced by
medial cerebral artery occlusion as well as the
functional recovery promoted by chronic treatment with
the HDAC inhibitor sodium valproate (Wang et al.,
2012). These studies represent important milestones in
epigenetics research in which imaging tools are applied
to understand the functional and structural changes in
the brain regulated in part by HDAC activity.
Proton (1H) MRS utilizes spectroscopy and the
exquisite temporal resolution of MRI to link functional
changes in tissues including brain to concentrations of
metabolic biomarkers. Altered levels of N-acetyl
aspartate, choline, and myoinositol have been identiﬁed
in the brain of patients with neurodegenerative diseases,
cognitive deﬁcits and psychiatric phenotypes. HDAC
inhibitor treatment has been linked to restoration of
MRS-measured levels of choline and N-acetyl-aspartate
in cellular and animal tumor models (Beloueche-Babari
et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2012; Ward et al., 2013)
although in each case these are indirect measures of
changes in HDAC activity.
Advancing on this limitation, an 19F-labeled HDAC
substrate was developed which allowed the activity of
HDAC enzymes to be visualized using MRS
(Sankaranarayanapillai et al., 2006, 2008). 19F-MRS of
the targeted molecular imaging agent ﬂuorinated lysine
derivative Boc-Lys-(Tfa)-OH (BLT) can be used to
monitor delivery and activity of HDACis at the tumor
site, whereas 31P-MRS can be used to monitor the
downstream metabolic consequences of HDAC
inhibition. Together, these two MRS methods provide
both a direct marker of HDAC inhibition and a
downstream biomarker of cellular response to the
inhibition. The combination of 19F and 31P-MRS has the
potential to serve as a reliable noninvasive modality to
assess HDAC inhibition. Importantly, the acetyl
substrates of most class I and II HDAC enzymes are
not unique to any one HDAC subtype. Therefore, the
speciﬁc HDAC subtypes responsible for any observed
changes using 19F-BLT or another labeled HDAC
substrate by MRI or PET would be diﬃcult or impossible
to interpret.Using multiple modalities in concert presents new
imaging frontiers. The simultaneous acquisition of
diﬀerent functional parameters using PET, fMRI or MRS,
in addition to high-resolution anatomic MRI information,
creates enormous possibilities and provides completely
new opportunities to study pathology and biochemical
processes in vivo. With this combined imaging system,
both modalities preserve their functionality. We
simultaneously acquired functional and morphological
PET–MRI data from living subjects. MR-PET will improve
the diagnostic relevance and functional consequence of
PET imaging. The simultaneous scanning will not only
resolve many of the impediments to precise
coregistration of anatomo-molecular information, but also
be used to develop receptor occupancy and function
correlations; this new imaging tool will lead us to discover
a new MR-PET imaging technology to ask roles of
chromatin modiﬁcations in brain disorders and explore
the correlation between the therapeutic treatment and
brain’s responses and might have strong potential for
drug development.CONCLUSION
In this review, we have provided an overview of
methodology used to visualize chromatin-modifying
enzymes and their function in the brain. We highlight the
tools used so far to extend these ﬁndings to visualize
the brain in vivo and the powerful translational aspect of
neuroimaging in animals and humans. Integrating the
knowledge base from biochemical, in vitro and ex vivo
studies with an understanding of what is happening in
the living brain is inextricably linked to techniques in
noninvasive neuroimaging. Beyond providing a better
understanding of how to interpret results from basic
research, developing in vivo imaging tools will give a
chance to intervene in brain disease.
Identiﬁcation and approval of the beta amyloid
radiotracer, [18F]ﬂuorbetapir was a major breakthrough
in linking what basic science and ex vivo studies have
shown regarding amyloid accumulation and what
changes are evident in the brains from patients living
with frontotemporal dementia, including Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). This stands as a powerful example of
how neuroimaging could change the trajectory of a
disease. Nevertheless, treatment options for AD remain
limited. However, like the number of tools available for
imaging the dopaminergic system especially the
D2-antagonist radiotracer, [11C]raclopride, dedicated
in vivo imaging tools will help us understand protein
expression and function in the context of many diseases.
An understanding of the role of chromatin-modifying
enzymes such as DNA and histone methyltransferases,
lysine-speciﬁc demethylases is emerging, however
evaluating how the expression and activity of these
enzymes are distributed throughout the healthy and
diseased brain in vivo remains an open question.
Similar to the evidence we presented for the HDAC
family of enzymes, many additional chromatin-modifying
enzymes are already well positioned to be investigated
using neuroimaging techniques as speciﬁc chemical
196 C. Wang et al. / Neuroscience 264 (2014) 186–197activators and inhibitors have been described and provide
an important foothold to initiate characterization using
in vivo imaging tools.Acknowledgement—The authors would like to thank Drs. Nicole
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